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Abstract—In prior work, we proposed elements of a generalized
core language for systems thinking that characterizes a systems
approach. We developed this foundational language through the
relationship between critical thought and systems in the defi-
nition of systems thinking. We submitted our interpretation of
this language, i.e., the Dimensions of Systems Thinking (DST),
to the systems community for further development. Assuming
that the DST provides a basis in language to express systems
thought in a systems design or analysis, our objective in this
phase is to present a strategy for discovering objective statistical
evidence of systems thinking based on the linguistic elements of
the DST in an unread corpus of documents. With that goal, we
consider statistical semantic characterization of systems thought
through a process of supervised learning, term frequency and
inverse document frequency (tf–idf), cosine similarity, and naïve
Bayes classifiers, specifically Rocchio classifiers and quadratic
discriminant classification. Finding evidence of systems thinking
in unread text through natural language processing establishes a
foundation for computationally assessing systems thinking quality
in a document or corpus of design-related documents without hav-
ing to read the subject document or corpus. Once demonstrated,
the method can be applied to systems thinking fluency in design–
focused documents across a range of application areas, such as
transportation, healthcare, and environmental policy. This study
demonstrates that capability with a high degree of selectivity.
Our approach establishes correlation and allows us to assess the
systems thinking quality of a corpus of unread analysis and design
studies on life cycle assessment. We show that assigning a prior
probability improves that assessment. We posit that quantitative
relations between the specific dimensions of systems thinking and
a document would be useful for recognizing good systems thinking
and improving the quality of systems analyses.

Index Terms—Document classification, information retrieval,
naïve Bayes, natural language processing, systems approach,
systems thinking, vector space classification (VSC), vector space
model (VSM).

I. INTRODUCTION

IN our previous work, we considered language as the
manifestation of systems thinking, i.e., the dimensions of

systems thinking (DST). We find motivation for this work
in the lack of consistency across systems thinking, systems
approaches, systems analysis, and systems engineering, as prac-
ticed in a myriad of disciplines. We showed where different
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practitioners use different terms to express the same concept
or the same terms to express different concepts [1].

Niklas Luhmann posits, “‘systems theory’ is a catchall con-
cept for very different denotations and very different levels
of analysis. The word refers to no unambiguous meaning.”
We respond by defining the 20 dimensions of the DST, our
system of systems, and its boundaries in the spirit of Russell
Ackoff. Luhmann’s sociological systems theory is a theory of
communication as manifested in systems of law and society.
According to Andrew Mitchell’s interpretation of Luhmann,
only systems can communicate in society. The limited society
that we consider here is composed of practitioners of systems
analysis and design. Having defined the dimensions of systems
thinking in terms of language, we now move forward to assess
the quality of the systems thinking in terms of that natural
language communication [2]–[4].

We also propose that fluency in a foundational language
of systems concepts means the ability to consider all of the
dimensions of the foundation and applying them correctly.
Failure to adhere to a common framework of linguistic concepts
may lead to omitting critical aspects of a systems analysis
and poor results. We call the foundational common language
derived from the definition of “systems” and “thinking”: the
Dimension of Systems Thinking.

The following taxonomy lists the 20 dimensions of systems
thinking proposed in our prior effort. Any systems approach can
be expressed in terms of these dimensions, and a good approach
will consider all 20 of the dimensions.

1) Descriptive scenario
2) System boundaries
3) System stakeholders
4) Scope of the analysis
5) Type of system
6) State of system
7) Life cycle of system
8) Metrics
9) Axiological components

10) Observer effects
11) Normative scenario
12) Objectives
13) Indices of performance
14) Alternatives
15) Outscoping/Generalization
16) Evaluation and ranking alternatives
17) Iteration
18) Interactions
19) Leverage points
20) Recommendations [1]
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While the premise of DST is that fluency in the founda-
tional dimensions will result in better systems thinking, the
motivation for this paper is the subjective nature of such an
evaluation of quality. We note that there has been published
research on measuring the quality of an engineering design or
of a block of computer code, but very little has been published
on objectively measuring the quality of a systems analysis. How
would an engineer or manager measure the quality of a systems
approach? What are the indices of performance [5]?

Taking our proposed foundation of DST as a starting point,
we now examine whether the level of systems thinking can be
analytically identified. We establish a proof-of-concept method-
ology for quantitative assessment based upon language, i.e., a
semantic classifier of systems thinking. We consider seman-
tics, in the most general way, as reflecting the meaning in
natural language of a text and how that language reflects a
systems thinking approach. From our previous work, we call
this approach metathinking, i.e., thinking about thinking in
systems [1].

Fortunately, with the emergence of the Internet and
e-commerce came tools for natural language classification.
While computers comprehend limited meaning from human
language, every time we use a search engine, shop online, or
send an email, at least one algorithm is working to under-
stand our thoughts via the words that we type. According to
Wikipedia, the first recorded instance of receiving an unwanted
mass-distributed electronic message occurred in May of 1864,
when a select group of British politicians all received identi-
cal telegrams advertising a dentist. We have sought ways to
tame unwanted messages ever since. Thus evolved methods to
quickly classify incoming electronic text as “spam” or “not
spam.” These classifiers have applications in discerning the
intent of those communicating. (Shopping for a new TV?
Planning a vacation or planning terrorism?) [6], [7].

Turney and Pantel called the theme that underlies these
natural language approaches statistical semantics hypothesis:
statistical patterns of human word usage that can be used to
discern what people mean. Our work will show a relationship
between the statistical patterns of natural language word usage
in documents and the quality of systems thinking contained
therein. We will show that statistical semantic classification
through naïve Bayes techniques can be adapted to determine
whether authors are engaged in superior systems thinking or
inferior systems thinking based on the criteria of the DST [8].

II. APPROACH

We show that, given any document describing a systems
approach, statistical semantics can assess the level of systems
thinking evident in the document. The approach is graphically
represented as a flowchart in Fig. 1. The section of this chapter
where each step of the approach is discussed, is on the right
margin of the figure. First, we describe the background of our
approach, beginning with the concept of vector space models
(VSMs) of documents.

VSMs, which were developed by Gerald Salton and others
for the System for the Mechanical Analysis and Retrieval
of Text (SMART) information retrieval system at Harvard,

Fig. 1. Process flowchart of method to classify the level of systems thinking in
a corpus of documents. Letters correspond to chapter sections.

pioneered the concepts still used in modern search engines,
i.e., information retrieval and text classifiers. VSMs exhibit a
close relationship to the distributional hypothesis of semantics,
to wit: words that occur in similar contexts tend to have similar
meanings. Applying this concept to develop algorithms for
measuring the similarity of meaning leads to vectors, matrices,
and the linear algebraic approaches that we use to assess
systems thinking. What makes a VSM unique in artificial
intelligence and information retrieval is the use of term fre-
quencies in a corpus of text as a clue for discovering semantic
information. As a part of this research, advanced applications of
VSM, such as Apache Lucene, Mahout, and Solr, were studied
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as approaches for systems thinking assessments, but for this
initial proof-of-concept research, a more fundamental approach
with more direct access to the data and processing was more
appropriate [7]–[11].

A. Compile a Corpus of Data into a Term–Document Matrix

We begin by compiling a corpus of documents that represent
varied levels of a systems thinking in terms of the DST and a
corpus of test documents of unknown systems thinking level.
Before assessing the contents of the documents, we apply some
text processing to derive raw data from the content. We translate
the documents from their original PDF format to Unicode text.
Then, we tokenize the raw text, i.e., decide what constitutes a
term in the raw text. A token is a single instance of a symbol,
whereas a type is a general class of tokens. Process may be
a type, whereas process, processes, processing, processor, and
processed are all tokens. Typical word-sense disambiguation
algorithms deal with word tokens (instances of words in specific
contexts) rather than word types. Deriving tokens from text for
this analysis requires case folding, i.e., converting all words to
lower case, and special consideration for multiword terms as
single tokens. The result of this initial step is a term–document
matrix.

In a standard term–document matrix, rows correspond to
terms and columns correspond to documents. The order of the
terms is irrelevant because a VSM allows us to estimate the rel-
evance of documents to a query or classification by representing
each document as a bag of words in vector form. A bag is easily
understood to be a random collection, i.e., the order of the set
is irrelevant, but mathematically, we consider it as a set with
duplicates allowed. Salton et al. proved that, despite the loss of
the context or sentence structure, the frequencies of words in a
document provide an indicator of the relevance of a document
to a classification or query. Tracing this hypothesis back to lan-
guage being the expression of thought, an intuitive justification
for the term–document matrix is, according to Turney et al., that
the topic of a document probabilistically influences the author’s
choice of words when writing the document. Therefore, if the
author thinks in systems, or is engaged in systems thinking, this
probabilistically influences the language expressed in the text
[8], [9].

The literature shows that simple term frequency lacks the
ability to show the semantic relationships that we are seeking.
Normalizing term frequency based on document word count
helps to alleviate the bias of longer documents versus shorter
ones, but weighting is needed to downplay similarities and
emphasize distinctions. One hypothesis prevalent in informa-
tion retrieval is that surprising events, i.e., semantic events of
lower probability, if shared by two document vectors, are more
discriminative of the similarity between the vectors than less
surprising events. In information theory, a surprising event has
higher information content than an expected event. A common
way to formalize this idea for term–document matrices is the
term frequency/inverse document frequency (tf–idf) approach.
Tf–idf serves to attenuate terms that occur frequently in a
corpus and thus have less meaning, e.g., the token car in a
corpus on the automotive industry. It also serves to add weight

and thus emphasizes terms that occur less frequently in the
corpus and thus adds distinction and meaning to that document.
In the aforementioned example, the token turbo might occur
less frequently in an automotive corpus and thus deserves added
weight. An element of the matrix gets a high weight when the
corresponding token is frequent in the corresponding document
(i.e., tf is high), but the token is rare in other documents in
the corpus (i.e., df is low, and thus, idf is high). Salton and
Buckley demonstrated that tf–idf weighting can yield signifi-
cant improvements over simple token frequency in determining
semantics [7]–[9], [12]–[14].

Equation (1) shows the formula used for determining the
term frequency, which is normalized for the number of words
in the respective document. The term frequency tf(t, d) equals
the frequency of the term t in the document d, divided by the n
number of words in d. Thus

tf(t, d) =
f(t, d)

n
. (1)

The idf is calculated as

idf(t,D) = log
N

|{d ∈ D : t ∈ d}| (2)

whereN is the number of documents in the corpus, and |{d∈D :
t ∈ d}| is the number of documents in the corpus that contain
the term, i.e., tf(t, d) �= 0.

The tf–idf is

tf · idf(t, d,D) = tf(t, d)× idf(t,D). (3)

Thus, if all documents in the corpus contain a specific term,
log 1 is zero for that term, as is tf–idf. The vectors in an
unsmoothed term–document matrix are thus necessarily sparse,
given the high number of terms that is common to all of the
documents in a corpus. Matrix smoothing attempts to improve
efficiency by removing rows that contribute little to the specific
objectives of the classifier, e.g., in our case to statistically
classify documents in terms of their systems thinking level with
respect to the DST [8], [14], [15].

B. Matrix Smoothing

Smoothing in the context of statistical semantic classification
improves efficiency through a priori mapping of the document
vectors into a more semantically relevant space. The smoothing
process that we use reduces the number of tokens into an
index relevant to the DST. We begin by eliminating rows that
contain no information—those with zero tf–idf values for all
documents. Next, we remove all tokens that occur in less than
one percent of the documents: these tend to be numbers, sym-
bols, and esoteric tokens that have no bearing on the semantic
objectives of the systems thinking classifier. The 1% cutoff
point was based on a reasonable but arbitrary determination
from review of this data set in order to smooth the matrix.
Of the remaining terms, we remove terms that reflect specific
disciplines or fields, such as eutrophication, transportation, or
fuel. Finally, we include, in the index, the remaining tokens that
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are semantically correlated with one or more of the dimensions
of systems thinking [16].

This manual process helps us understand the semantic rela-
tionship of the term index to the DST. In addition, the smooth-
ing process can be automated. One of the more interesting
techniques is the semantic proximity approach described by
Georges Siolas and Florence d’Alché-Buc (2000). This ap-
proach automatically builds an index of the most relevant terms
in a corpus and a proximity matrix that reflects the relationships
between those terms. It uses an online tool (WordNet) that
defines a path-length of semantic similarity between words.
Applied to a term–document matrix, it both reduces the num-
ber of terms and adjusts the tf–idf weightings to reflect the
semantic relationships between the tokens. Since this is, at
present, a proof of concept, we consider this and other advanced
approaches in future work [16]–[18].

C. Supervised Learning

Our process involves supervised learning in two steps: 1) the
a priori matrix smoothing process described in the previous
section; and 2) the manual classification scoring of documents
in the learning/training (L/T) corpus.

Returning to the documents in their original textual form,
we divide the set of documents in the corpus into a learning/
training (L/T) set and a test set, also dividing the
term–document matrix into two matrices for L/T and test in
Fig. 1. The test set of documents is set aside unread, while
the L/T set of documents are read and manually scored based
on their dimensions of systems thinking content. These scores
are used to annotate the corresponding columns of the L/T
term–document matrix.

These supervised learning scores form the basis for the vector
space classification (VSC) steps in the next section [19], [20].

D. Rocchio Centroid Vectors

We now have a set of scored LT vectors in our term–
document matrix, and we proceed to classify them per naïve
Bayes classification. The simplicity, transparency, and efficacy
of a Rocchio approach is appropriate for this proof of concept
[8], [13].

Rocchio classification describes a common method of de-
termining linear document classification boundaries using cen-
troid vectors. The centroid vector �q (c) (also reference or
classification vector) of a class of documents c is computed as
the vector average or center of mass of the document vector
members �v(d) in the class as follows:

�q(c) =
1

|Dc|
∑
d∈Dc

�v(d) (4)

where |Dc| is the number of documents in D, whose class is
c : Dc = {d : 〈d, c〉 ∈ D} The classification boundary between
two classes using the Rocchio classification approach is the hy-
perplane that is equidistant from the two centroid classification
vectors.

Fig. 2. Example of Euclidian distance to a reference vector q in a 2-D term
vector space comparing long with wide. Vector d2 would indicate a different
meaning from q–more long than wide—but it has the same Euclidian distance
as another vector d1 that indicates a similar meaning.

Fig. 1 shows that the next step after the supervised learning
scoring the L/T set of documents is to build the Rocchio
centroid vectors. To accomplish this, the document vectors
of the documents scored at the top and those scored at the
bottom are summed to create two centers of mass for Rocchio
classification: vector Q for superior systems thinking [Class
Top] and vector Q̄ for inferior systems thinking [Class Bottom].
To classify a document vector, we determine the distance to the
two centroids and select the one that is closest as the correct
class.

E. Cosine Similarity

To test the similarity of documents in hyperspace, Euclid-
ian distance VSC was considered but discounted because it
overweighs term frequency at the expense of meaning unless
the vectors are normalized, and if the vectors are normalized,
Euclidian distance is merely an expression of the sine of the
angle between the vectors. Consider in Fig. 2 the VSC of a
2-D illustrative term–document matrix, where the terms to be
considered are long and wide. We want to compare document
vectors d1 and d2 to a reference vector q, in terms of these two
terms. Our reference vector q has slightly more emphasis on
wide than long. Notice in Fig. 2 that the two documents score
the same in Euclidian distance (dotted lines) from the reference
vector, although vector d1 has a more similar proportion of long
and wide to q than does d2. Test runs showed this to be an issue
with the learning corpus data; hence, we sought another linear
approach to classification and selected cosine similarity (CS).

CS VSC considers the angle between two normalized vectors
in hyperspace to be an accurate measure of the distance between
them. By deduction, the cosine of that angle also represents a
measure of correlation between the two vectors. If the cosine of
two document vectors in a term–document matrix equals 1.0,
the vectors are collinear and thus express the same information.
A cosine of negative one indicates that the two vectors are
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Fig. 3. CS classification with two reference vectors showing the difference
between Rocchio and kNN approaches to classification of vector d3. The
nearest neighbor is vector d2, i.e., the class of reference vector q2, but d3 is
classified as q1 due to distance from the Rocchio centroid vector, as defined in
Section II-D, not the nearest neighbor.

180◦ out of phase and express opposite meanings, while a
cosine of zero indicates that the two vectors are orthogonal and
thus independent. Since there are no negative values in tf–idf
weighting, CS values will range from 1 to 0. This is a different
classification approach from vector space k-nearest neighbor
(kNN) classification, as shown in Fig. 3. Notice that vector
d3 is close to vector d2, the latter already classified as similar
to vector q2. Vector d3 is, however, classified as similar to q1
through Rocchio classification and CS.

Mathematically, if the dot product of two vectors a and b is
expressed as

a · b = ‖a‖‖b‖ cos θ (5)

then the CS between two document vectors A and B is

similarity = cos θ =
A ·B

‖A‖‖B‖

=

∑n
i=1 Ai ×Bi√∑n

i=1(Ai)2 ×
√∑n

i=1(Bi)2
. (6)

This equation normalizes the vectors, negating the need for
the 1/|Dc| component of (4) defining the Rocchio centroids,
resulting in

�q(c) =
∑
dεDc

�v(d). (7)

F. Corpus Classification

We use the CS values to establish the distance to the two
Rocchio centroids for a linear classification of the documents in
the L/T corpus, where the closest centroid vector to a document
vector determines the classification. Given a satisfactory result,
we extend the linear classification to the test corpus.

Linear approaches to classification, such as basic CS, are
known to have a high bias because they can only model a
hyperplane as the classification boundary between the classes.
Nonlinear classifiers, such as quadratic discriminant analysis
(QDA), can reduce the bias where the covariance matrices
of the classes are not assumed to be equal, as is the case
in document classification. Document classification assumes a
strong (naïve) independence between the classes [19]–[21].

Naïve Bayes classifiers use a machine learning approach
that tackles this independence by applying a factor of prior
probability in the classification. QDA is a naïve Bayes approach
that permits nonlinear quadratic classification boundaries, thus
reducing bias at the possible expense of variance. QDA permits
determining the parameters of Gaussian distributions through
supervised learning data. QDA permits classification both with
and without the incorporation of prior probabilities into the
naïve Bayes classification. We analyze this feature and how
it may be useful in actual assessments of the dimensions of
systems thinking [19], [21], [22].

To compare the efficacy of the linear classification approach
described earlier to a nonlinear classification approach, we cal-
culate quadratic discriminants based on the supervised learning
scores and the CS values of our L/T corpus and then use them
to classify our test corpus.

G. Cross-Validation and Mean Squared Error

We have established two approaches to classifying the sys-
tems thinking content of a corpus of documents. In order to
quantitatively evaluate and compare them, we perform cross-
validation using both approaches and calculate the respective
mean squared errors (MSEs).

MSE, which is the sum of the bias squared and the variance,
is the benchmark for evaluating the quality of any learning
method of statistical classification. An optimal classifier is one
that minimizes MSE [13].

We define MSE in the manner described by Manning et al.,
starting with the assumption that all the LT documents and
test documents have the same underlying distribution. When
calculating the tf–idf values for the term–document matrix
and the resulting centroid vectors, the combined T/L and test
corpora are used, but the test corpus is not graded. Hence, the
actual distribution of the test corpus is assumed to be similar to
the T/L corpus, but the only way to verify that is to violate the
blind test and grade the test corpus.

We define a learning method Γ as a function that takes a
labeled training corpus set D of known distribution as input and
returns a text classifier. That is

Bias(Γ, d) = [P (c|d)− ED[ΓD(d)]]
2 (8)

Variance(Γ, d) = ED[ΓD(d)− ED[ΓD(d)]]
2 (9)

MSE = Var(Γ, d) + (Bias(Γ, d))2. (10)

Note that P (c|d) is the true conditional probability (prior
probability) of a document d being in classification c, and
ED[ΓD(d)] is the prediction of the classifier averaged over
training sets [13].

Now, we describe the proof-of-concept assessment of this
approach.
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III. PROOF OF CONCEPT

The authors devised the following case study to establish a
proof of concept: We selected a corpus of 295 documents to
classify using the approach described in the previous section.
Sixty-two of these documents were randomly selected from
academic journals based only on their subject matter being
related to life cycle assessment, which was considered, in an
earlier analysis, by the authors presented at the IEEE Green
Technology Conference in 2010. These 62 formed the test set
and thus were evaluated only by the two classification tools [23].

The balance of the corpus, the LT corpus, we selected
randomly from the IEEE SYSTEMS JOURNAL, spanning all
subjects. The IEEE SYSTEMS JOURNAL includes articles that
span the dimensions of systems thinking and thus provide
a reasonable distribution for creating the center-of-mass cen-
troid vectors in the Rocchio classification. The entire proof-of-
concept case study is diagramed as a product flow in Fig. 5 that
correlates to the process flow in Fig. 1.

A. Data

Two corpora of natural language text as PDF documents form
the input for the proof of concept. Randomly selected articles
from the IEEE SYSTEMS JOURNAL (2007–2013) totaling 233
documents were combined with 62 published articles on the
topic of life cycle assessment to form the 295 journal articles
at the top of Fig. 5. We selected these 62 documents randomly
from the following journals:

• Journal of Environmental Management;
• Journal of Hazardous Materials;
• Applied Energy;
• Building and Environment;
• Forest Ecology and Management;
• Energy and Buildings;
• Solar Energy Materials & Solar Cells;
• Journal of Cleaner Production;
• Bioresource Technology;
• Biomass and Bioenergy;
• Agricultural Systems;
• Fisheries Research;
• Chemical Engineering Journal;
• Polymer Degradation and Stability;
• Environment International;
• Agriculture, Ecosystems & Environment and Energy

Policy;
• EcoInvent;
• AIChE Journal;
• Journal of Industrial Ecology;
• International Journal of LCA;
• Clean Technology and Environmental Policy;
• Journal of Nanoparticle Research;
• Energy & Fuels;
• Environmental Science & Technology;
• Sustainability.

These 295 documents were converted into 295 Unicode text
files, which is the next step in section A of Fig. 5. As mentioned

Fig. 4. Distribution of supervised learning grades over the learning and testing
corpus of documents. Notice that 84 documents were graded 7 and above and
84 documents were graded 4 and below.

in Section II, deriving tokens from text for the DST analysis
requires case folding, i.e., converting all words to lower case,
and special consideration for multiword terms as single tokens.
We list these multiword terms in Table VII of the Appendix.
Stemming of terms, i.e., reducing all terms to their root form,
can cause some meaning to be lost, and we have selected to
not stem the terms in our data. Stemming and case folding are
called normalizing in the field of information retrieval [13].

The tf–idf values were determined using the combined 295-
total-document LT corpus and test corpus. [The test corpus was
not read or graded.] The combined corpora described earlier
resulted in 2.44 million total tokens with 72 424 distinct tokens
in 295 documents. In the idf calculations, stop words such as
the, and, if (listed in Table VIII of the Appendix) are omitted
to improve efficiency and noise reduction. The 72 424 distinct
tokens were reduced through matrix smoothing to 1020 distinct
tokens, as described in Section II. Each token of the 1020
is associated with one or more of the dimensions of systems
thinking and considered to be discipline and application ag-
nostic. These 1020 distinct tokens are the vertical basis of the
term–document matrices.

B. Supervised Learning

Having translated the systems thinking indicators in the cor-
pora into term–document vectors of weighted tf–idf factors, we
now set aside the 62-document test corpus matrix. To determine
if the 233 documents represented by the LT matrix represent
superior systems thinking or inferior systems thinking, we
employ a naïve Bayes approach of supervised learning. This
supervised learning is predicated on the expert reader(s) having
a practiced fluency in the DST, as defined in our prior work,
on which to base an assessment. Each document is read and
manually graded on a scale of 0 indicating the absence of
systems thinking fluency in terms of the DST and 10 being
exceptional systems thinking fluency in terms of the DST.
Fig. 4 shows the distribution of these grades over the 233-
document L/T corpus. In the distribution: 84 documents score
7 or better (class Top) and 84 documents score 4 or lower (class
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Fig. 5. Product flow diagram of the proof-of-concept case study showing the
analytical products at each step of the process.

Bottom). This distribution establishes the basis for a two-class
VSC based on the top graded documents and the bottom graded
documents [1].

As per the Rocchio center-of-mass centroid classification
approach, we sum the 84 top vectors to calculate a 1020-
component centroid vector representing the Top classification,
which will be the reference vector, for good systems thinking.
Likewise, we sum the 84 lowest scoring vectors to create the
Bottom centroid vector representing less good systems thinking
Q̄. This step is depicted in section B.

TABLE I
VSC ENTIRE L/T CORPUS

TABLE II
VSC 3-FOLD CROSS-VALIDATION

C. Document Classification

In section C of Fig. 5, we show that the VSC began with
calculations of the CSs between the 233-document LT tf–idf
vectors, the 62 test tf–idf vectors, and the Rocchio centroid
classification vectors. The CS distances to the two Rocchio
centroid classification vectors Q and Q̄ were compared and the
distance to the closest reference vector used to determine the
classification. That is

classificationQ,Q̄(D) =

{
{Q : cos θQ,D > cos θQ̄,D

{Q̄ : cos θQ̄,D > cos θQ,D.
(11)

Cross-validation was conducted by withholding three differ-
ent random sets of 1/3 of the document vectors from the rest
of the data for learning, deriving centroid classification vectors
from the remaining 163 document vectors based on the grades
as described in the previous section and using them to classify
the remaining 1/3 of the document vectors. The results are
shown in Tables I and II [13].

A QDA of the CS data and the supervised learning scores
determined quadratic classification parameters that were used
to classify the test corpus. Classification of the L/T corpus and
the 233-fold cross-validation results are in Table III [21].

Note that, in the cross-validation results of Table III, the
documents classified as in the Top classification, i.e., those
most likely to contain superior systems thinking. Of the 69
documents classified as Top, 54 of them were, in fact, of
high systems thinking quality. This specificity of 78% reflects
the reliability of the classifier, i.e., for every ten documents
classified as Top, roughly eight of them will indeed contain
good systems thinking.

Statisticians consider linear VSMs to have a high bias and
low relative variance since they do not overfit the learning and
training sets. Nearly all nonlinear classifiers, such as QDA, tend
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TABLE III
QDA OF ENTIRE L/T CORPUS

TABLE IV
MSE RESULTS

to have a lower bias and higher variance, but QDA is known for
balancing variance and bias [21].

Using the data from the respective cross-validations, we
calculate the MSE for the two classification approaches and
present the results in Table IV.

The 62 documents of the test corpus set were classified by
linear VSC and by QDA classification, and results are presented
as follows in Table V. Forty documents, i.e., 64.5%, were
classified the same by both methods. Of those documents, 38
showed quantitative indications of superior systems thinking
in common with the top ranked documents in the LT corpus
set. The two other documents showed quantitative indications
of inferior systems thinking in common with the bottom ranked
documents in the LT corpus set. The remaining 22 documents
split between the top and bottom classification.

Analysis of the data in Table IV shows that the MSE values
are comparable for the two approaches, but that the quadratic
classifier is slightly superior over the L/T data.

D. Relating the Classification to the DST

The 1020 tokens in the term dimension of the term–document
matrix were individually correlated to one or more of the
five top-level dimensions of the DST taxonomy. Five binary
classification vectors were established, i.e., one for each of the
dimensions, based on this correlation. The dot product of these
DST correlation vectors, the document tf–idf vector, and the
centroid vector for superior systems thinking were calculated,
providing five individual scores for each document relevant to

TABLE V
CLASSIFICATION OF THE TEST CORPUS

TABLE VI
QDA OF L/T CORPUS WITH PRIOR PROBABILITIES

(TOP: 0.485, BOTTOM: 0.515)

the respective dimensions. These values were summed to pro-
vide a total score for each document. The DST total score values
were calculated to have a positive correlation of 0.29 with
the supervised learning grades, thus proving some correlation
between this analytic approach and the dimensions of systems
thinking.
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E. Adjusting the Naïve Bayes Prior Probability

One feature of the naïve Bayes classifiers is the acceptance
of prior probabilities into the classification. We know from
inspection (see Fig. 4) that the prior probability of a document
in the L/T corpus set being in the Top class is 0.485. Adding this
prior probability to the QDA classifier results in the confusion
matrix of Table VI.

Compared to the data in Table III, this simple adjustment,
albeit slight, improved the probability of correctly classifying
superior systems thinking by nearly 3%, without altering the
probability of correctly classifying inferior systems thinking.
If the goal is, for example, to ensure that superior systems
thinking is recognized by the classifier, improvements such as
this can contribute to that goal.

IV. CONCLUSION

Some may paraphrase Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart
and say: Good systems analysis is like pornography I know
it when I see it. That may be true, but we hold engineering
and analysis approaches to much higher standards. We would
not consider a bridge or a plane safe because the engineers or
inspectors judged it safe without reference to widely accepted
standards of excellence. Engineers, analysts, researchers, and
systems practitioners should agree that an objective assessment
of the systems approach is both useful and necessary.

We have shown, as a proof of concept, that it is possible
to assess the quality of systems thinking objectively, with
accuracy on the order of 70% and specificity on the order of
80%. In other words, eight out of ten documents identified
by this approach as good systems thinking are, in fact, good
systems thinking.

In doing so, we have shown a relationship between statis-
tical patterns of natural language word usage in documents
and the quality of systems thinking in those documents. We
have shown that statistical semantic classification through naïve
Bayes classification techniques can be adapted to determine
whether authors exhibit superior systems thinking based on the
linguistic criteria developed in our prior work, i.e., the DST.
We have also shown that a corpus of unread documents can
be classified as exhibiting either superior or inferior systems
thinking. This assessment is based on our process of supervised
machine learning; hence, it reflects the subjective perspec-
tive of the human grader evaluating the LT set in terms of
the DST.

The long-term goal of systems assessment is to establish ef-
fective benchmarks similar to those for other aspects of applied
science. Follow-on work for this research includes improving
the ground truth basis by having multiple graders assess the
L/T set and developing multiple classifications to correlate
more closely to the 20 dimensions of systems thinking. The
latter would allow practitioners to determine exactly where the
systems approach being assessed needs improvement. It would
also include assessment of other methods of text classification,
such as support vector machines, kNN, employment of Word-
Net, and techniques that allow improvement through relevance
feedback.

APPENDIX

See Tables VII and VIII.

TABLE VII
MULTIWORD TOKENS

TABLE VIII
STOP WORDS
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